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Introduction
Applied mathematics in wormholes considerations.

I. Généralités
Linear

Radial

Def: Partitionnement of E
For all Ei de E, vect(U Ei)ft = E \ { Ej = vide }
Def: Wormholes of E
It exist i,j / for all t of Dt, Ei ∩ Ej != 0 ; Ck(i,j)=∩(Ei,Ej)
Def: Frontier of E : F(E)
Note: t!=rand(R)
Prop:
If exist Ck(i,j) / Ck[wh] of E then,
It exist E' != 0 / E' of Bei and E'' != 0 / E'' of Bej
/ f ''(E') included in ⌠ f '(E') and f '(E'') included in ⌠ f ''(E'')
Def: BEft base of generation of Eft : Eft=ft(BEft)
Def: for all e>0, all ft; ft(Bo(e)) = E
ft: function homeomorphic of generation.
Def: I mass equivalent : I+M>M ou I>M for all e of Ck
Def: M = ⌠ dm.dv
for all p de [E' ] or [E'' ] Dt<0
Bo = { dm }
f: generate function

D: De Broglie – Cance
Sd= f' (E') U f''(E''), it exist S / F(S)=Sd
Intricacies of evolution of the space or the surface of intricacy.
Def: I ' is the massique equivalent on dt from f to f ' S.
I' =

⌠f ''⌠E ''
│ │
⌡f ' ⌡E '

M. f(E).tan(E).dE.df

II. Examples
Grid mappage :

E1={a2',a3}
E2={a2'',b2}
E3={c4}
C1={a2} = ({a2',a3}, {a2'',b2}) = (i1,i2)
DI=| a2'' – a2' |

Gravitational evolution: (the star represents the position of the wormhole)

Other example :

III. Principle of stability or equilibrium position

Th: it exists I such as for everything A of M1 and B of M2, || AB || = [mini (|| CD || / C of M1, and D of
M2)]
I has for position A+B / 2 the environment(middle) of [ AB] I: potential w

IV. Complex system

V. Schemas of K, scindement of R or N
Class 1: example. The logarithmic functions(offices) offering a mappage of] 0,1 [towards] 0, infinity [.

E=E1 U E2

Imaginaire(f(t-e)= F' [ Reel(f(t)) + vect (f(t-K)) ]

f(t+e) = F [ Reel( f(t)) + vect ( Imaginaire ( f(t-K) ) ) ]
F and F ' are of relaxations of compositions of functions(offices) of simple intricacies, and relative to a
state.
F and F ' are functional state dualities with random(unpredictable) variable.
It is considerable by the postulate of simple functions(offices) and the state optimization of the
random(unpredictable) variable K, by algorithms of relaxations.
The programming of a curve of a function(office) by changes of K is possible about or F and F ' two-tier.

Example of generation with sinuoidal variable :

VI. Viscosity

Of composition of viscosities of perception with membranes elastics! Or, how express a movement by a
shape.

The artistic research by integration of the domain of the common genetic heritage.
Theory of chaos bound to the unpredictable movements until the obtaining of the motive and the
integration of the human property on borrowed time until be revealed by the genetics according to the
property of the bubble of Cance-De Broglie, allows "to paint" the color of eyes, The notion of omission, for
example, requires mastery of dissociation, and as for comparison with the calculations common genetic
heritage, comes a degradation of the occurrence of the domain in question.
The separable entities ensuing on one hand from the global entity define the elastic slowness of the future
likely evolution, by addition of group.
It is a question of defining the functions F and F ' correctly so as to obtain the patterns adequate or an
organization according to the motives.
In terms of dissociable bipolar viscosities:

VII. Sequences: divisions of the unity(unit).
To generate a curve, or a function(office) to leave complex system, we can conceive the following
sequence of number:
1/X = 0, X1 X2 X3.... Xn...
With the sequences of numbers Nor = [ Xi-1 Xi Xi+1] for i peer or I indiscretion.
So, Nor = f (X) and X=g (N0, N2, N4, N6) or X=g (N1, N3, N5)
We can choose arbitrarily divisions of the unity(unit) with I multiple of 3 etc....
So, the model of writing and management "to divide and rule" corresponds to these mathematics,
especially by conceiving for example algorithmies by Euclide's algorithms.

The values of K can be chosen by considering a complete evolution of the function(office) on] x-K, x [for
the interval [x, x+a. K] according to the definition of F and F '.
F and F ' are two-tier of state topological, that is trinaire:
00200000000 00201110111
Both numbers complementing itself and the call(appeal) of the function(office) F defines the following
relative intricacies of state.
For the IA of my modeller, the intricacies of state are defined by the random(unpredictable) variable K,
chosen, to correspond to a state of ideal intricacy.
Naturally this ideal state, defines by a fixed random(unpredictable) shape K in a value given by the
intricacies.
An ideal state is a function(office) on permutations of states intriqués by their definition, otherwise-said,
corollaries.

The result(profit) is very functional is the resolution of the effective complex system, but of gravitational
support.
Other interpretation(performance) of K, F and F '.

The integration of a curve can be made of dissociation of the functional value by topological appreciation
of the curve and the rotations of the mark.

VIII. Example: coherence of the creations.
U: Understanding ( s ), understanding
C: Creation

IX. Types de trous de vers
It exist backward wormholes throught time. And with the integration of plasma, we demonstrate black
matter. The brain stay a genetic integration of chromosomes. Memory as a choc or multiple chocs.

From this.

Type 1 : creation
Type 2 : planification

t0 : split
t1 : position
t2 : position
t3 : position
so:

∫t [m(p(t))+dm(p(t))].dg(p(t),m(p(t))).dt = dp(t)/dV(t)
with:
m(p(t)) : mass at point p(t)
dm(p(t)) : mass equivalence at point p(t)
dg(p(t),m(p(t))) : force of gravitation at point p(t) of mass m
dp(t) = p(t) – p'(t) with m(p'(t))=dm(p(t))
et dV(t) : differential of volum of system at t
Applyied to life and dreams :

This brings the physiology of my chaotician psychic antipsychiatry, namely that the brain operates as here
intellectual properties define the weights and measure of possible as much as possible of matter in
considerations of wormholes or telepathy.
We do not have what we hallucinate, and it is a memorial effort, there is no memory of what one
hallucinates but of the inertial force.The states offering creative new areas of consciousness that
integrates into the environment.
This implies a vision of perpetual creation of matter as the universe believes medium of creation of
wormholes since the beginning of the universe and more like transmutations in black holes and elsewhere
by giving the consistency of each wormhole memorial to loss of the process that defines the only
benchmark of antimatter in the universe by the phenomenon of radiation to the phenomenon of life.
In space the body of water has been heated and gave the ball to form the moon and the earth. Because
there was enough water that the Earth-Moon system is. Well it could be as false information, but I do not
pledge any intellectual property of others to think. The mass of water separates the material by the
bipolar H-oxygen, and life grows. Anyway I have all the theory into equations since the Act of Beauty.
So meteorites that bring life.

Transmutations are possible throught time and explain the elements, as the anachronisms of black holes
facilitate the transmutations of matter, too, by the distance that separates the material that attracts and
reform another universe in a very long time still to supposing that Life can pass through such a mass
phenomenon, electricity implies that electromagnetism is the same domain as the pattern recognition,
because the force that aggregates all the matter in the universe follows the law of orbs that described in
my papers, and life would have a sense of evolution and possible lemur demonstrated by the partnership
and the dissociation human-cats.
There comes a greater diversity of ecology. And in this sense that we must consider life on exoplanets.
The brain is autophagy, and therefore its operating agency of natural and artificial mimicry to think.
Autophagy is the brain, mental images relating to defecation are destroying themselves to understanding
the hypnotic sequence of thought is related to digestion as the hallucinations in dreams relate to the
regeneration of neurons.
It is therefore an algorithm on wormholes and quantum teleportation, which define the functioning of the
human brain. I describe the algorithms in my other web document on the orbs.
The importance of understanding in a world where the brain is autophagy to microdamage in terms of
understanding and feeling another throught intellectual property. Transgressions are a waste of time and
it showed.
The result of the material that attracts and transmutes the limit Orbically explains diseases and science is
no longer any truth-cons, because the logic table shown, the radioactivity of the first transmutation basic,
and equivalence mass gives an huge energy used by the atom and is governed by the law of beauty as well
as the rest of physics is similar to exercises on the beauties studied.
Regarding the explanation of transmutations, transmutations is even in the black hole that form the
network gravity, and the algorithm dominates the physics course with the truth table, therefore, it is
possible transmutations just failed that time did not exist and that only the mass and mass equivalences
that give the impression of time. Of course it is a matter phase anti-matter, but the brain is autophagy
and demonstrated the truth table shows. But it's a better view on transmutations.
Indeed, the mental images of everything that has been created and are indeed seen, the content of the
neurons, and mental images are channeled through the mass, and it only remains to eliminate the mental
images defecation to give his version of the concepts known by autophagy brain, neurons are destroyed
and then regenerated in dreams. Thus we learn, I built a complex system that allows for new concepts for
time, reaching the result desired by the completion times befall though, with error at defecation correct,
because even a finished thing, you should take advantage, and this shit is producing the error.
Mental images ask around, they are just beginning to study it, but that's what makes the dreams, too,
after the injury it is possible to exchange mental images, and that's what I did on my free time, I shared
with my sense of people to be less stupid, and my ideas dominate and so the children are born more
intelligent and better physically.
But we still see the images in the news pompous governance in half tone, because the “Chair” has no
power of his actions and other abuses. In power for years has long used the exaction as a means of
clairvoyance, and is no longer able to govern their mistakes, it is not acceptable.
Do not be fooled by what they do, they do not even know who they work for, it's about people, and there
are people who participate, and others who merely follow, and there are people who parasites, and that
those same schizophrenic past abuses that have no level of production, obtaining enough please, we no
longer talk but listening taxation, they want us impose their discipline, then we do not want to live in this
world and enjoy.
Dopamine plays a role fertilizing, to organize a dopamine means having an idea. Prolactin is a hormone, so
that's what it feels mental state.
The hypothalamus thus keeps the role of sperm in search of places and organize the intellectual
properties by dopamine is that intellectual property is distributed in the brain to materialize in mental
image. What is needed are mental images is that thought is a sound mind, that of his own voice as
perceived by the brain. Mental images contained in neurons is both of the preconceived lived, and new
engineering experience of life, because there are two vector changes with what is called the mutation.
Autophagy is the brain, it destroys and regenerates, as to possess as much intellectual property, some of

course strives to urine, urea or some shit.
Hallucinations occur when an overload of dopamine reached a lesion. But with prolactin, the lesion
resolves. What can be done only during sleep, in dreams.
The intellectual properties are defined by the preconceived lived, and by experience, in terms of
mutations it has eliminated injuries to acquisition. Dopamine is the bit of the neuron that loads in a
memory by neuronal fertilization, and which corresponds to a degree of hermetic because the synergistic
movement of dopamine is related to intellectual property state, so on prolactin in lesions, therefore the
environmental influence and thus subject to the law of beauty that I describe on my site, Art defining an
order of thought by the radiation energy of matter.

Example: cork bought commercially, is an optimization algorithm that gives the image.

I conducted several country's social cohesion as a noble after engineering many
algorithms,http://courson.morrison.free.fr/lechoix/cuicui.mp3, who speaks of me except to be the father
Zohra?
The intellectual properties are also in the field of art, and some tribute enough for me to assert myself, I
must say that I do not like my name and I too never wanted fame.
From this alone we know that healthy animal makes for good flowering and ideas in animals and humans.
Also, wormholes on Earth are closed with the end of the sun, that's how we see our thoughts through the
wormhole, because you have a wormhole to create hypnosis on the mind , or even of hallucinate
ourselves. But it's full gray matter at the end of time that makes the best thoughts of radiation.
Above all, the brain is a sensory organ that detects different classes of water under the control of life,
human and in heaven and that is how we build our thoughts in the form of hallucinations oneself.

